COVER
Front : 3Tis 035 & Vec 042 at Shanklin, 1971
B.W.Rayner)
Rear upper : 6Pul 3002 on QuarryLinenear
Merstham,circa 1937
Rear lower : Electric loco CC2 at Bognor Regis,
circa 1946. (Both by courtesy of
Lens of Sutton).

EDITORIAL

Mid-April saw the publication of the Government's long
-awaited consultative document on transport policy. In
all honesty, it contained few surprises - except, per
-haps, the stress put on the possibilities of bus
travel.
As for the railways, the main conclusions seemed
to be that fares must continue to rise sharply (in
particular, and important for Southern, long-distance commuters must start paying fares which reflect costs); trains' role in overall transport is
unlikely to expand dramatically; and Inter City
services are not far off covering expenses. Thank
-fully, no sweeping closures are foreseen and recent rail into road ideas get short shrift.
But the key appears to be that history shows
successive fare increases do not drive away passengers significantly, so they will go on. The
need for a more efficient railway is hardly
touched in the study; but passengers must keep
their heads down and pay up. What seems poorly
covered is the important question of whether less
prosperous off-peak traffic — so vital, we are
told by BR, to the maintenance of a decent railway structure — will survive tough pricing policies.
Meanwhile, on SR the threatened cuts of over
100 trains daily Mons to Fris duly went into effect with the new timetable on April 20. Weekend
reductions are still the subject of negotiations
with the unions. The latter have, sensibly, decided against a disruptive attitude to the whittling of services in the belief that strength
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should be built up for really major struggles
ahead.
To close, two bright points. In contrast to
the rest of the Region, the SE Div. put into effect
its expanded services made possible by the £21m
London Bridge modernisation; and BR got a new
chairman. Whatever Peter Parker's relative talents
a new broom should do some vigorous sweeping.
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ACCIDENT REPORT

The derailment of a Weymouth-Hereford excursion
train at trap points on Aug. 25, 1974 immediately
north of Dorchester West stn was caused by the
driver failing to observe a red colour light
signal. That is the conclusion of a Department
of the Environment report into the accident,
which concludes that in addition to missing the
up platform starter, the driver of loco 47 236
also didn't observe a banner repeater at the
south end of the platform. The Inspecting Officer
is unable to account for the driver's lapse of
concentration. The loco and the first two of the
12 coaches were derailed. (Available from HMSO,
price 65p).
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LAST

4COR TO LONDON

log of the last programmed Cor working to London
took place on Sat,
August 12, 1972.
9 . 1 2 Brighton
-Victoria.
Units 3145 + 3132
Speed
Distance
S c h e d . Actual
m
p
h
mins
m. c.
0.00
0
00 BRIGHTON
0
2.64
28 Preston Pk
1
06 Hassocks
61 Keymer Jcn
79
10.57
9
7 1HaywardsH e a t h

Haywards

6

Balcombe

.75
07 Baclombe Tunnel sig.
37 T h r e e Bridges

13

00

0

3
4
5

Heath

68

Gatwick Airport
Gatwick A i r p o r t

09 Salfords
77 Earslwood
72

b

o

5.40
x 7.53
9.70
12.63

1.59
4.08

8.27

0.00
R e d h i l l
0
3.97
1' 61 M e r s t h a m
7
.86
7
5
9.43
2
6
7
Souht Croydon
9
13
12.39
East Croydon
East Croydon
2.03
1 12 Selhurst
4.14
3 07 N o r b u r y
32 Streatham Jcn Nth 5 ½ 5.70
4
7.07
55 Balham Jcn
5
7.98
39 WansdworthCmn
68
J c n
— 00 Clapham
2.62
Battersea
Park
3 6
VICTORIA
5.77
2
55
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71½

p w s

67

4 9

50+

45½/60

+ = permanent speed limit.
An unexceptional run, illustrating how much time
there was in hand on the schedule when uninterrupted by out-of-course delays. The only exceptions
were minor permanent way slowings at Earlswood
and Norbury, neither of which had any significant
effect on timekeeping. The number of stops made
by the Brighton semi-fast services preclude any
really fast running (the insertion of the Gatwick
stop put an end to that possibility) but nevertheless 79 was attained on the downgrade past Keymer
Jcn., 71½ through Three Bridges, and 69½ at South
Croydon.
Only on one leg of the run was point-topoint start to stop schedule time exceeded, this
being on the tightly-timed Haywards Heath to
Gatwick Airport stretch. Everywhere else, time
was in hand to allow for station delays that resulted everywhere from the fact that passengers
and staff had to deal with unfamiliar stock (i.e.
8Cor instead of 8 Vep). It should be noted, though,
that the schedule included 1 minute recovery allowance at the approaches to Redhill, East Croydon and Victoria.
All in all, this was an excellent demonstration by stock that in theory at least was at the
time being run down before withdrawal.
THE RACE DAY & BANK HOLIDAY SCENE

Some recollections by "4104"
Two features which punctuated the daily routine of
the Southern in earlier years and now hardly ripple
the timetable were race days and bank holidays.
Race days achieved their high point of activity with the London courses — Epsom, Sandown
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Park and Kempton Park (still open), Hurst Park (now
closed) and further out, Ascot. Race specials — Subs
mostly — were run for all these courses.
At Kempton Park, for the duration of racing, the
Shepperton line was singled for ordinary traffic, the
specials queuing up on the other line and creeping for
-ward one by one.
For Ascot the specials often had to be fitted
somehow into the evening rush hour. A feature of Royal
Ascot was a complete Cor—Res train entirely labelled
first class. At Tattenham Corner, a steam loco was
provided to haul electric m.u's on to dead sidings until
needed for return trips. (Editor adds : Ironically, two
electrified sidings were added in recent years, but
hardly used, even on race days.)
Some race events at Epsom had to be co-ordinated
with the Southern's thrice-yearly bank holiday ritual
whereby everything spare on wheels was gathered from
around the electrified network and flung on to central
section excursions, regardless of age, type or facilities. Most of the section's allocation and almost
every class of unit on the SR could be seen in the
course of an afternoon's observations.
In the 1950s, August bank holiday Monday was
the opportunity for penance : all the way to Eastbourne in a hard-seated LBSC 4 Sub ! Alternatively
you could stand at the London end of East Croydon
station and be showered with stale cake, apple cores
and hot coals (from passing Oxted ctc trains. There
you could attempt to book every train as it came
through, at speeds varying from walking pace to willthat-empty-stay-on-the-track ? You could see such
odd sights as yellow-hot wheel rims (because everyone was too busy to notice the brakes were binding).
On the three bank holiday Mondays, every
journey between London and the coast on the central
section had a reporting number, in the form of
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sticky-edged paper labels on the cab windows. The
numbers covered between 150 and 200 trains in
each direction, plus some dozens of empties. The
trains were numbered in the order they passed
Gloucester Rd. box (near Selhurst), and there
were separate series for ups, downs, empties and
Tattenham race trains. Routine suburban turns
were not numbered. The Victoria station-masters
was instructed to provide "two reliable men" to
attend at Balham box and spot the trains as they
passed.
In the days of the "first generation" Subs,
sets of numeral headcode plates and carriers were
dug out from somewhere for the Subs to wear in
lieu of their customary H, L, S, etc. After
nearly 30 years of this, the whole thing suddenly passed into history in 1962 when the
Southern decided that too many people were going
by car to make it worth running the extra trains.
The holiday chosen turned out to be the right
one; it poured with rain all day and no-one
went anywhere, least of all by rail.
The only special operation of any significance now is Ascot. Even that is declining, along
with the curious fashion festival at Waterloo
in which oddly-garbed ladies saunter up to the
barrier, have their photograph taken by the
Press, then go home by bus.
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GROUP NEWS

3142's longest journey
It is 87½ miles from Victoria to Portsmouth Harbour
via the mid-Sussex line, and no Cor ever managed a
journey longer than that under normal circumstances.
3142 clocked up 230 miles or so on the "Nelson
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Farewell tour in December 1972, but this can hardly be regarded as a single tour. Therefore the
transfer of the SEG Cor plus associated vehicles
from Ashford 177½ miles to Peterborough must

count as the longest single journey that 3142
has ever made.
The first section was very modest, being
just a shunt across the Canterbury line from the
South Eastern Steam Centre to Willesborough sidings at about midday on Feb 27. The unit would
be running un-braked, so a goods van was attached
to each end. From the leading end, with respect
to departure from Ashford, the train was formed

goods brake B952326, MBSO S11161S, TCK S11825S,
TSK S10096S, TCK S1173S, Pullman car 278 "Bertha", MBSO S11201S, and goods brake B952760.

Departure from Willesborough was scheduled
at 22.56 on Feb 27, the train running as a class
7 freight, reporting no. 7X02. The X, of course,
indicated an out of gauge load and not the presence of her Majesty! At about 22.20 the train
crew arrived at the siding with loco 33 057
which was soon coupled on. The guard inspected
the train, and was somewhat alarmed by the "up-

side down" appearance of the springs on the Pul

vehicle. He was assured they were really meant

to look like that. The weight of the train had

already been calculated, 238 tonnes, but the

guard worked it all out again in imperial tons
and decided that the loco did not develop adequate brake force for the train to run as a
class 7. Therefore, until 33 057 came off at
Temple Mills the train ran as a class 8. Headcode
for the first part of the journey was EA.
The cavalcade pulled out of Willesboro' 4

mins, late at 23.00. Most of the station staff

at Ashford were out on the platform to see the
unit off, and there was a fair-sized crowd outside Chart Leacon depot as it passed. After almost three years of semi-inactivity 3142 took
to the main line very well, though a special
speed limit of 35mph applied. At bridge 393,
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just east of Pluckley, speed had to be reduced to
10mph to ensure that 3142 passed under low on its
springs, for since 3102+3143 had bounced through
at 80 mph re-ballasting had reduced clearances and
Cors are just that bit bigger than standard BR
stock. First stop was at Headcorn, reached a minute
early, where the train waited in the platform for
an EDL-hauled parcels train to pass by on the
through line.
There was a second 10mph bridge restriction
west of Marden. Tonbridge was passed at 00.16, 8
mins late, but the station staff were still waiting
to see 3142 come through. At Sevenoaks the guard
screwed down his handbrake hard for the downhill to
Hither Green for if the train was unchecked it would
be through Orpington at 70mph! Time was gained now,
Orpington being passed only 3 mins down, and the
train drew to a halt in Hither Green up goods loop
dead on time at 1.00.
Forty-five mins were allowed there for the
carriage and wagon inspector to check over the train.
In fact this took no time at all, as the unit was in
exemplary condition. At one of the inspections prior
to departure from Ashford the inspector had confessed that 3142 was in better mechanical condition
than some units in daily passenger service! The relief guard turned up early so it was possible to
be away 10 mins early for the crawl round London.
Temple Mills was only 8 miles away, but the rail
route followed by 3142 was over 26 miles long.
The train trundled through S. London via
Lewisham, Nunhead and Peckham Rye until stopped
for six mins by signals at Canterbury Rd. It then
proceeded via Factory Jcn and Longhedge Jcn to
the London Midland Region outpost of Latchmere Jcn.
3142 left the Southern Region at 2.17 on Feb 28 and
for the first time in 39 years there was not one
4 Cor on the Southern.
Now on the London Midland, the special traffic
notice advised that GOBI, BLOX, BLOCSID, AJAX & NOG
applied. (respectively, the following route must be
observed, all adjoining lines to be blocked when
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using Crossovers; the adjoining lines to be blocked when using crossovers, junctions and running
connections; nothing out of gauge must be allowed
on the opposite or adjacent line or sidings; not to
pass under load gauges.) The unit tripped along
quite happily on strange metals, passing a relation, S12613S, in the dark at Shepherds Bush.
At Willesden Jcn live rails slid under the train
again, but they were soon lost as the train branched off the North London Line at Gospel Oak Jcn,
bound for the Tottenham and Hamptead line. While
the North London was traversed no trains passed
in the opposite direction, for due to limited
clearances at various points, and particularly
through Hampstead Tunnel, the down line had to
be blocked while 3142 was between Kensal Green
Jcn and Junction Rd Junction.
At South Tottenham the train took the spur down
to the Lea Valley line, and Temple Mills yards.
There were delays at several signals south of
Lea Bridge due to early running, but the train was
still 10 mins early when it drew up outside Temple
Mills TOPS centre. After the staff present had
duly admired 3142, 33 057 hauled it into Manor
Yard and was uncoupled. The driver and second
were taking the loco back to Ashford light.
The replacement, 31 244, backed down on to the
other end of the train and the crew settled down
to sleep until the guard arrived. He was supposed
to book on at 4.00 but he didn't appear until
5.00, so the train was 65 minutes late when it
left at 5.35. It returned up through the yards
and past Lea Bridge, but at Tottenham South Jcn
it carried straight on up the Lea Valley. Dawn
was near when the very last electric rail was
glimpsed at Northumberland Pk underground depot
and by the time that Cheshunt was passed at 6.14
it was quite light though fog restricted visibility. 3142 was at last breaking new ground for
the "Nelsons" as S11187S from unit 3135 had
pulled into Cheshunt at the front of a coal
train over two years earlier.
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As the train climbed up the Lea Valley the first
up passenger trains passed in the opposite direction
and passengers on the platforms at Roydon and Harlow
seemed a trifle surprised to see such an oddity come
through. Just north of Sawbridgeworth the 100th mile
from Ashford was clocked up.
At Cambridge the train was still hopelessly late
as the schedule left little margin for recovery. Its
path lost, the train was diverted on to the down
goods line through Cambridge yard and came to a stand
just south of Cambridge north box at 7.35. The Strat
-ford crew who had taken over at Temple Mills were
supposed to continue to March. Due to the time they
had to return to London now, and 3142 had to wait for
the relieving March crew to arrive by passenger train
31 244 was shut down and the unit sat looking more
than a little out of place while Craven dmu's and
class 37 diesels came and went around it.
The March crew arrived at Cambridge at 8.28 and
3142 was away at 8.45. As far as Cambridge the
scenery had been much the same as that seen out of
the window on the mid-Sussex or Portsmouth direct
lines, but now the unit was in a landscape quite
alien to it. The dead flat black fen stretched away in all directions until obscured by the morning
mist and the railway ran across it dead straight,
mile after mile.
South of Ely the train was put into a loop,
and stopped a few yards south of the station.
While it waited for the road two halves of an
excursion train arrived in the station, combined,
and departed. It did not seem wholly necessary
to propel the train south out of the station and
then back in again, but the many enthusiasts on
board seemed to appreciate the gesture. 3142 was
well and truly photographed and there was much
taking of notes!
The train pulled out of Ely at 9.40 and diverged left at Ely North Jcn on to the March
line. The 2 Hals bound for Wymondham and the
torch had gone right here, and for the first
time 3142 was trail-blazing for Southern Electric
stock (or can anyone contradict that?) As the
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train trundled on over the seemingly endless bleak
fen the occasional jolt created "Nelson wobbles"
in the end gangways, a familiar feature of the
Cors that hasnotbeen seen for
years. March
passed without a stop at 10.16 and soon after, the
chimneys of the Peterborough brickfields loomed
ahead.
At Peterborough East the trackbed of the
former connection to the Nene Valley line carried
straight on, but 3142 swung round to the right, up
to the East Coast main line and Peterborough stn.
It was peak train-spotting time, and there was
considerable interest as 3142 trundled through at
walking pace : "cop" of the day! North of the
station, the train crossed over all of the running
lines and came to a stand in Eastfield yard at
10.55. 31 244 ran round and 12 minutes after
arrival the cavalcade was retracing its route
through the station.
South of the station the train took the
main line, running along the west reversible line.
At Fletton Jcn, 1½ miles south of the station, the
train stopped. Officially this was as far as 3142
would get before Monday, for the line thence to
the British Sugar Corporation's factory, where
the connection to the Nene Valley line is, is
closed over the weekend. However, various members
of the Peterborough Railway Society who work on
the railway had themselves opened the branch to
permit 3142 to reach its destination straight
away. The track was far from main line standard
and the two overbridges exceptionally tight to
gauge so progress was very slow. The train finally came to a stand at the BSC factory at 11.39.
Civil engineering work at Wansford made it impossible to proceed, and so 3142's longest journey
was over.
Possibly the most remarkable feature of
the whole run was the lack of features. 3142 gave
absolutely no trouble or cause for concern whatever. Upon arrival there was the slightest indication of heat in a few axle boxes. This is of
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great credit to the unit's designers, and even more
so to preservation manager Mark Davies who spent
many hours preparing all six carriages for the move.
Thanks are particularly due to Mark for this
and other work that he put in in connection with the
move, and also to the following people and organisations who were of great help : John Farrow who
dealt with British Railways; his friends from Lea
Valley Railway Club who helped at Ashford; as did
Arthur Wooller, Andy Brown, various SEG committee
members, members of the Nord Group and Glen Wells,
Neil Vann, and other members of Peterboro' Rly.
Socy. Greg Beecroft dealt with many matters incidental to the move, including insurance in connection
with which Lloyds Bank were most helpful. Irvine
Cresswell accompanied the unit on its journey as
"caretaker." Thanks also to Kent Constabulary and
the numerous British Railways employees who were
involved in the move, many of whom went out of
their way to be particularly helpful.
And, at last....3142 was eventually moved on
to Wansford from BSC sidings on March 11.
Preservation progress
Easter was our target date for having a motor coach
and the trailer third ready for service. This entailed checking the brakes, modification to the
lighting, painting the exterior and cleaning the
interior and replacing fittings.
The guard who will control the lights through
Wansford Tunnel will be travelling in the motor
coach which had its batteries removed about 20
years ago, so a small amount of rewiring has been
necessary to enable their replacement. A link between the two lighting circuits facilitates full
lights instead of half lights which was the
practice when running off the emergency batteries.
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March 28 saw the first steaming in this country
of Peterborough Railway Society's Danish loco. The
opportunity was taken to test the pneumatics on
the two electric coaches using the loco's air system. Everything worked fine which is quite good
considering nothing's been used for three years.
In order to pump up the main reservoir an adapter
pipe was used to link the brake hose on the loco
to the main reservoir hose on the coaches. After
so long it was nice to hear the triple valves
hissing, the horns blasting Sunday afternoon out
of Wansford and see the contactors jumping up and
down.
Our well-being was not to last as on April 28
the insurance company boiler inspector failed the
auxiliary reservoir on the trailer. This coupled
with BR's failure to inspect the air braked stock
prior to Easter has resulted in an entry to service date of May 30-31. By then the other motor
coach should be ready, giving us a three-coach
unit for use this season.

Recent Southern Forum Meetings
Dec 11 '75 : "Running a major London Terminal" by
Mr B. Foster, assistant area manager (operating),
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Victoria stn. Mr Poster spoke entertainingly of what
happens at Victoria and the problems that arise. He
began by going through a typical 24 hours, then
talked about handling boat train passengers, selfhelp luggage trolleys that get lost, staff relations
etc. Several members had critical questions.
Jan 8 '76 : SEG member Len Head gave a slide show on
"More and less than standard" — i.e. railways with
track gauges wider or narrower than standard. These
were wide-ranging, from broad gauge main lines in
Portugal, Spain, Finland & Ireland, to various narrow gauge lines — secondary main lines as well as
feeder lines and pier and fairground rlys in several
European countries. Humourous opportunities not missed!
Feb 12 : "Transport policy" by Bruce Anderson of the
Conservative Party research unit, who gave an informal
discourse on his party's policies, and gradually, with
members asking questions and presenting their own views
a full discussion developed. This covered issues such
as subsidies, road v. rail, Channel, and so on.
March 11 : "Southern steam branches in the late 50s
and early 60s." John Woods laid on an excellent show
of colour slides. The steam branches ranged all over
SR fron East Kent to Cornwall, with motive power
ranging from various pre-grouping class H tanks to
BR standards. Rolling stock showed Similar variety,
mainly pre-Group motor sets and Southern Rly coaches.
Not forgotten was the famous plastic coach behind a
Terrier on the Hayling Island line. Afterwards Greg
Beecroft showed up-to-date slides of SEG's 3142
moving from Ashford to Peterborough.
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REGIONAL

REVIEW

STOCK WITHDRAWALS

Due to reduced services from 20iv(see following
note), 48 Subs are to be withdrawn and stored
at Norwood Yard. They are : 4121/4/5/6/7, 4377,
4380/4/5/7, 4604/6/7/24, 4644/7/65/76/84/5/6/8/
90/1/4/8/9, 4700/2/3/6/7/11/12/13/17/20/3/4/7/
8/34/6/40/1/6/8/52.
The loco damaged in the Bricklayers Arms Jcn
crash on 13ix75, 33 041, has been withdrawn.It
was removed from NXG to Selhurst early on 11ii
hauled by 73 005, train restricted to 20mph. As
D6559, 33 041 was the last of the class in green.
Selhurst yard contained on 4iv : 4359/64/6,
all complete; underframe of 12798 (4733),8925
(4645), 10295(4705); unit 5162 + an MBSO, 14383
(5192), 15320 (5192), 15072 & 14274 (both 5137);
underframe of 61036 (7102), 70038 (7102),70231
(7107).
Withdrawn stock on the move : 12847 (2693),
14259 (5130), 15208 & 15258 (both 5130), hauled
Micheldever to Selhurst by 73 133 on 23ii, on to
Basingstoke on 3iii behind 73 111, and back to
Mich. on 4iii behind 33 008.
On 1iii 33 205 took unit 4112, 10205 &
10206 of 4361, plus unit 4744 Selhurst-Mich,
11iii 33 017 took 10999, 11500, 11000 (all
4130), 10837/8, 10476 (all 4382) 8929 (4649) &
11496 (4126) from Mich. as far as Westbury en
route for Briton Ferry graveyard. Similar train
ran on 18iii when 33 014 took 10995, 10996,
11498 (all 4128), 11497 (4127), 11309 & 89505
(4625) & 10815 (same unit) + 11453 (4733) on
same journey. Another such train on 25iii con-

sisted of 33 021 with 11303, 8902, 11034 (all

4622), 8919 (4639), 10173, 11462,10832 (all
4379).
On 7ii, 4356 & 4375 were noted at Clapham
Jn en route for Mich. and the same day following
were at Shst marked for despatch to Mich.:coach

4077, 3915, 25907, 25914,25918.
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One motor coach from Bel unit 3052 still languishes
at Wolverton complete with roller blind headcode
which changed from 65 to 73 between 21ii & 7iii!
Belle coach 289, Little Mill Inn, Rowarth, Stockport, is to be auctioned shortly.
STOCK RE-ALLOCATIONS & RE-FORMATIONS

SR 2 Haps based at Bton, from 5602 to 5635 being
converted to 2 Saps for suburban work, based at
SHST. 1st class markings painted out & lavatories
locked out of use. Existing numbers being retained
— 5605/7/8/13/32 noted in sub. service on 22iv.
Haps 6055-70 transferred from RMGT to Bton
to replace 56XX series; being berthed at Streatham
Hill before moving to coast.
New Epb unit 5263 being formed from motor
coaches 14521 & 14556 of Haps 5601/36 plus refur
-bished trailers 15449 & 15450.
Other transfers : Epbs 5134/6/8,9 being
switched from Ctl & SE Div to WDON; 2Epbs 5758
(SLGN at present) & 5670 (SHST) to WDON; 7113
RMGT-BTON & 7201 returned; Cig 7400 BTON-WDON;
Vep 7837 FTON-BTON & 7854 BTON-RMGT.
WITHDRAWN SERVICES .

Following cut from 20iv. To Blackfriars, 7.32
from Dartford, 16.33 from Slade Grn. From
Blackfrars, 17.37 to Slade Grn, 18.03 to Crayford. To Holborn V., 7.2 from Swanley, 7.25 from
Orpington, 7.33 Bickley, 6.40 Vict, 7.38 Orpington,
8.8 Bellingham, 8.50. Beck. Jcn, 8.52 Bickley,
16.00 Wimbledon. From HV, 7.55 Sevenoaks, 8.12
Vic, 8.23 Dartford, 16.44 Kent Ho., 17.34 Orpington, 17.57 Sevenoaks 18.01 Orp., 16.31 Vic.
To London Bdge, 6.13 Dorking, 6.25 Bton,
6,37 circular, 6.48 circular, 7.0 Epsom Dns.,
7.32 Norwood Jcn, 7.39 circular, 7.42 Epsom
Dns., 8.4 Hove diverted to start Bton 8.5,8.10
circular, 8.20, 8.43 Bton, 8.30 circular, 9.20
Horsham starts Three Bdges, 17.42 Coulsdon Nth
diverted to Vic.
(+Start/term. Blackfriars)
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From London Bdge, 5.58 Epsom Downs, 7.25 Horsham,
7.44 Coulsdon-Nth, 7.56 Epsom, 9.30 Crystal Pal,
15.49 Epsom Dns terminates West Croydon, 16.00
Brighton/Ore, 16.38 Epsom Dns
16.56 Epsom Dns
terminates W. Croy., 18.21 Crystal Palace.
To Victoria, 6.51 Gatwick Airport, 7.11,
8.28 Coulsdon Nth, 8.28 Sevenoaks, 8.42 Beckenham
Jcn, 16.51,17.26,17.51 Epsom Downs, 18.08 Dorking, 18.42 Beckenham Jcn.
From Vic., 7.53 Beckenham Jcn, 16.25 Brighton, 16.35 Dorking, 17.06 Kent House, 17.20 Strea
-tham Hill, 17.43 Kent Ho.,17.48 E. Croydon,
18.00 Beekenham Jcn, 18.08 Coulsdon Nth, 18.22
Epsom Dns, 18.3) Bton, 18.41 W. Croydon.
To Waterloo, 6.16 Effingham Jcn, 6.49 Twickenham
& Teddington circular, 7.10 Guildford, 7.42 Dorking, 7.55 Hampton Ct, 7.33 Guildford, 7.45
Chertsey, 8.9 Strawberry Hill, 8.13 Weybridge,
8.36 Teddington, 8.47 Chessington Sth, 8.55
Hampton Ct, 9.35 Chess. Sth, 16.19 Epsom, 16.22
Guildford, 16.26 Shepperton, 17.29 Epsom, 18.05
Chess. Sth.
From W'loo, 7.00 Dorking, 8.6 Chess. Sth,
8.16 Hampton Ct, 8.36 Chess. Sth, 8.38 Strawberry Hill, 15.34 Shepperton, 16.54 Epsom, 16.59
Strawberry Hill, 17.02 Staines, 17.18 Chessington Sth, 17.29 Straw. Hill, 17.38 Hampton Ct,
17.59 Straw. Hill, 18.08 Hampton Ct, 18.46
circular terminates Straw. Hill, 18.48 Woking.
Others : 6.41 Norwood Jcn-Brighton &
17.15 Brighton-Haywards Hth
NEW WORKINGS
In contrast to the above, new SE Div regular
interval services started on 20iv, using
the reorganised London Bdge layout. Through
the station itself, the roads are 1. down
Cannon St, 2. reversible but generally down
CS, 3. up CS, 4. reversible but generally
down Charing X and the sane with 5, 6. up CX,
then the new up passenger loop, which thanks
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to a connection at the simplified Borough Mkt Jcn
layout can be used by up CS as well as CX trains.
All worked well, though it was obviously strange
to see, say, down trains at platform 5 (remember
when it was 6?!), up through trains creeping past
LB on the new loop, and headcodes like 55 (CSSidcup-Gravesend) once the preserve of demu's.
Among the changes, all peak and off-peak trains
on the mid-Kent run to/from Hayes, with CS
served at peak and slack times.
Unfortunately, on the evening of the 20th,
the first day's smooth running on the SE Div was
disrupted by a couple of grass fires at Sole
St and Gillingham, with some trains being delayed
80 mins.
As to the actual LB conversion, Sunday-style
services applied generally over the Easter holiday.
Briefly, trains left Vic at 8 & 38 for Sevenoaks
Tonbridge, etc, and from LB (Ctl side) at 4 (Hayes
17 (Dartford via Greenwich), 25 (Sevenoaks via
Lewisham), 34 (Hayes), 47 (Dartford via Greenw.)
53 (Sevenoaks) and from Blackfriars at 11 (D'ford
via Sidcup), 18 (D'ford via Bexleyheath), 31
(Gillingham via Bl'heath), 42 (Gravesend via
Sidcup) and 48 Gillingham again.
Charing X, W'loo (E) and CS were closed from
20,00 15iv to 4.00 20iv. On the Thurs. eve some
diverted trains ran to/from Holborn V.
Platform 7 at LB (ctl) closed since 13iii
to enable the retaining wall for the SE up pass.
loop to be put in. The plat. planned to reopen
in Dec when the old (latterly Eastern) signal
box will have been demolished and a loco spur
laid. Plat departures rearranged on the Ctl side,
only direct effect is on 17.25 to Reigate, which
starts from E. Croydon.
Pre-Easter, Charing X was closed over the
weekend 13/14iii for track works. All services
used Cannon St except the Caterham/Tatt. Cnrs
which used LB Ctl. Shuttle formed 4 Hap ran
single line from Wloo (E) to Cannon St. The
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same weekend saw track laid on the reversible
flyover at St Johns. This is connected to the
turnout on the down Nunhead line as well as the
necessary crossovers at New Cross. The first
use of the flyover was on 14iii by 33 207;it
was officially commissioned on 28iii, and the
first public trains ran over it on 3/4iv. This
working was necessitated by the up slow and down
fast lines being blocked between St Johns and N.
Kent E. Jcn, so New Cross and St Johns had no
up trains. Training trips using the guards saloon
and a loco scheduled in the area from the beginning of April. Steam power has not been forgotten in the modernisation plan : Hither Grn and
Chart Leacon cranes were used in connection with
subway laying at the west end of London Bdge,
diesel cranes being on order to replace these
machines.
LR would appreciate an analysis of the new
timetable on the SE — carriage workings are
sometimes strikingly revised. Suburban routes
generally booked for Epbs feature some Haps,
e.g. 4.57 Gillingham-CS 10Hap, 5.17 same route
6 Hap and the 6.17 4Epb+4 Hap, 9.28 GravesendCX 10 Hap, 12.24 Hayes-CX 4 Hap, 17.00 VicOrpington and 17.42 Orp.-Vic 8 Vep.
On CX main line services, 00 mins past
mostly 8 Cep with 4Bep as appropriate, 03 mostly
4 Cep with some 4Hap workings, 30 mostly 8 Vep
with some Cep/Vep, 45 demu's as before, 35 semi
fast to Gillingham via D'ford booked 4 or 8 Epb
but when extended to Ramsgate. (especially summer
Sats and Suns) 8 or 10Hap.
Certain late Mon-Fri Strood-Paddock Woods
booked for 2 Epb and alternate Strood-Maidstone
W trains booked 4 Epb on summer Sundays.
Ashford-Hastings : MF, certain early morn.
trains 6L or 6B; Sats, Suns, services worked
2 X 2H and 6S.
Vic. services : 10 mins past, mostly 8Vep
with some Haps late eves, 14 6 or 8 Hap with
odd Vep or Ceps, 40, mostly Cep/Bep as before,
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50, mostly 2, 4 or 6 Hap, 55, mostly 4 Vep with
some Ceps en Suns. Sittingbourne-Sheerness :
alternate trains booked summer Sats for 4 Cep &
summer Suns 4 Vep.
Grove Park down demu sidings due to be taken
outin May, their use MF by Hastings units ceasing
after 20iv. Units concerned being stabled in Grove
Pk shed & Tonbridge.
MISHAPS
Lines into plats 4a & 4b at Reading blocked 16ii after
Cig 7419 derailed while leaving the sidings. W'loo
services terminated Wokingham.
A fatality at Bedhampton on 1iv caused delays
notably 13.45 Ports. Hbr 73 mins late. 4Rep 3010
caused trouble on the Bournemouth line on two succesive Mar. days. On the 12th it failed to get away
from Wloo with the 16.46 semi-fast. Next day it
was noted passing Brockenhurst 25 mins late on the
9.30 W'loo-Weymouth, having "failed at Woking."
On the same line, driver of 7.18 Soton-Wloo on 15
iii missed the Winchester stop pulling up at Michel
-dever.
The 17.05 Wloo-Exeter rescued by a cl.73
loco when the train engine (cl 33) expired at
Winchfield on 24iii. Resultant diversion of the
17.30 W'loo-Weymouth to slow line permitted the
observation that at least between Basingstoke
and Farhboro' there are short pieces of yellowpainted rail between the fast lines at ½ mile
intervals (See LR26,p126 & LR27.pl60).
On 3ii, FTON Cig 7342 ran 12.53 Gatwick up
sidings to Shst depot with flats on 766l6. Redhill
-Rgte services suffered iced-up live rail again
on 9ii; Rgte portion of 7.44 from Vic was propelled from Redhill by 33 211.
One of the Region's worst incidents occurred on 4iii when a terrorist bomb exploded on the
stock from the 7.49 Sevenoaks-Cannon St as it was
travelling empty back to Southwark Pk.(see Addenda
section). 70455 of unit 5343 was ripped open. Only
casualties were eight passengers in the parallelPage 77

running 8.45 CS-Gravesend, the blast coming as
the empty (which was timed out at 8.47) took
the curve to the CX line. Windows were broken
in coach 14515 of 5258 on 8.43. Most trains in
the CX/CS area stopped after 9.0 causing chaos.
5343 remained at Southwark until 15iii, then it
was hauled dead to Slade Green by 5312, headcode
49. The train paused at the north end of LB plat
1 at 20.26 to put down certain staff, then
proceeded with 70455 tarpaulined. Coach reported
a write off; it was observed being stripped down
at SLGN. Starting 18iii, 5343 running as 3-car
unit in following M-F roster with a 4Epb :
5.31 E.C.S. SLGN-D'ford, 5.42 D'ford-CX, 6.32 CX
-D'ford, 7.28 D'ford-Blackf., 8.32 E.C.S back
to SLGN. P.m. working believed to be 16.38 SLGN
to Blackf. and 17.32 return; unit later seen out
of service on Plumstead siding.
LB area in trouble again on 25iii when
some points and signals failed in the evening
peak, matters not being helped by an up service
terminating in plat 4 due to electrical fire in
5175's cab.
TEST TRIPS

Trials involving 33 010 and an 8-car rake
have been taking place since mid Feb based on
Tonbridge. Further details anyone ?
"Coupler" Haps 6022/3 ran from Strawberry
Hill to Chart Leacon 3ii. On 16 & l7ii guards
route learning with instruction car 395280 from
Clapham Jcn via S. Lambeth Yd, Barnes, Hounslow
Jn, Staines, Virginia Water, Byfleet Jn to
Woking. Hauled both days by 33 007 & 33 625.
The safety train 208 975399-401 (note newstyle coach numbering) was at Wimbledon on 28iii
(208 is cl. 208 dmmu).
Test coach "Mercury" RDB 975280 was hauled
from Willesden to BOMO by 33 118 on 26iii. It
was subsequently used between Bomo & Brockenhurst
overnight 1/2, 2/3iv marshalled between 7714 &
7768 (still with all-blue DTCL). On 4iv 73 130
used on photographing signal locations between
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W'loo & Chess. Sth/Wdon Park-Epsom-Effingham Jn
-Epsom-Wloo.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

A stoppage of work by drivers at Grove Park (believed to be over duty amendments) caused the expected chaos, particularly in the peak on 1 & 2iv.
Drivers from other depots declined special stops.
Grove Pk men resumed normal working from 15.00 on
the Fri., but too late to prevent some peak cancellations; other drivers resumed special steps,
though.
EASTER SERVICES

Apart from SE Div., normal SR practice observed.
Sunday services on Good Fri, Sunday and Easter Mon
with usual reliefs. As usual, some lines had
to be different (Details ?... Did the Bton-Exeter
train run other than on the 17th?).
OTHER INTERESTING WORKINGS
"Tadpole" 3R units conspicuous by absence from
home ground recently. For example, the 16.40
Redhill-Reading formed 33 106+3 on 17ii. Other
strangers noted : 1312 on 8.5 Rdg-Ton 8ii, 1304
6.47 Rdg-Ton 1iii & 8.5 Rdg-Ton 18ii, 1113 14.26
Rdg-Ton 2iii & 6.47 Rdg-Ton 4iii, 1308 6.47 RdgTon 8iii, 1108 14.26 Rdg-Ton 8iii,& 8.5 Ton-Rdg
9iii, 6.47 Rdg 10iii, 8.5 Ton 12 iii, 1112 14.26
Ton 9iii, 8.5 Ton 23iii, 6.47 Rdg 24iii. Also
on 24iii, the 8.5 Ton was formed 1205/2, the
former detached at Redhill. On 30iii, the 6.47
Reading was formed of loco+3. In contrast, 3R
1205 was seen on the Ashford-Hastings line on
3iii : is the line a conductor-guard candidate?
On 12ii, the 16.30 W'loo-Weymouth was recorded as achieving 108mph just after Shawford, train
being propelled by 3004. Assuming 100% fitness of
the Rep, it's thought this might be about the max.
poss. with 12 car train, though a 40mph slack at
Worting may have cut 1 or 2mph off the top speed.
Several Sap's have visited Reading recently,
the 7.22 to W'loo
on 23iii being formed 4Cig+
4Sap, and the 7.42 was 8 Sap. The 12.10 Bristol
-Portsmouth train on 28iii was formed of 47 171
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with a rake of 10 LMR cars.
It's thought this
may bearegular loco turn, but why LM stock ?
On the same day, a down van train passed
Winchfield headed by 73 136 and 33 030 coupled in
multiple via the Blue Star jumper (the only way
a cl. 33 may work in multiple).
Again on 28iii, and reported to be the result
of a bomb scare, the 11.25 London Bdge-Mitcham Jcn
was formed of Sub 4717 instead of the expected
2Epb. On 30iii the 11.00 Wloo-Exeter was composed
of 47 459 plus 10 coaches. Mk IId E5711 has been
seen around Clap. Jn in boat train rakes, but
appears to have left for home, being noted leaving
Clap. Jn for Olympia on 1iv between a cl.33
loco and an SR BCK. Incidentally, the SR boat
train FOs are of type Mk II, NOT Mk IIa.
During the eve. peak on 6iv only the western
pair of tracks was in use between Blackfriars &
Loughboro' Jcn. 17.37 Holborn V.'-D'ford noted
25 mins late at Ele. & Castle, train formed Epb
5651 (rare on Se Div), Hap 5619
(even rarer)
and 5024.
DAMAGED STOCK WORKINGS

Overnight 20/21ii, the underframe of 61036(7102),
70038 (7102, burnt & partly gutted), 79231 and
61234 (ex7107 and both intact) were moved from
Bton top yard to Shst by 73 121.
24ii : 60147 of 1129 was hauled 3.25 Eastleigh
to Slade Grn by 33 010 (presumably after previously-mentioned test trips finished). 14383
(front end damaged) and 15320 (tarpaulined) of
5192 were hauled from Slade Grn to Shst in company with telescoped remains of 15072 and 14274
of 5137; hauled by 73 118.
OTHER STOCK NOTES

For the first time since 1957 the SR has no cl.
03 "Noddy" shunters. Bournemouth's allocation has
been replaced by 07 010/2/3 — believed to be the
first time such locos have worked away from the
Soton/Elgh area. Slade Grn's solitary cl. 03 was
replaced by 08 600 from Willesden. The 03s have
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gone to Norwich and Colchester.
The National Traction Plan envisages that the SR
demu's will be withdrawn between 1985 and 1990, instead of 1980-82 as originally indicated.
On 19ii, the 21.40 Charing X-Hastings was formed
of unit 1036...or 1034 if you looked at the other
end! The latter end was 60038...of 1036!
The phantom coach shuffler has been at it again
— however, his motives are now known. It appears
that 60815 (late of 1116) is in use as a spare
while other units' coaches undergo modifications.
On 23ii, 60815 was noted in unit 1113 on the 7.47
E. Grinstead-London Bdge with correctly-formed
1123. 1113 was noted correctly formed on 2ii, and
again on 17iii, but still had 60815 on 10iii. From
28ii. 1129 gained the wandering coach in favour
of 60323.
60116 of 1117 has replaced 60117 of 1118, the
former in turn being replaced by 60143 of 1318.
A demu unit was noted passing E. Croydon on 12
iii with its unit no. painted out one end.
On another subject, it's thought that 08 157 is
the last green
liveried shunter on the SR. W & C
car S82 is still green. Are any other W & C cars
still green? One compartment in 5168 still has a
mirror engraved SR. Others? Report of Isle of Wight
stock shows : 3 Tis units 031 formed 1, 47, 26;
032 3, 92, 28; 033, 5, 93, 30; 034 7, 94, 32, 035
11, 96, 36. 4Vec units 041 13, 41, 27,20; 042 15,
42,29,22; 043 2,31,43,19; 044 4,33,44,21; 045 6,
34, 95, 9; 046 8,49,46,25. Lowest numbered cars
in the unit face Shanklin, except S2,S4,S6 which
face Ryde. Currently 22 under repair, being replaced by the spare 10. S25 under repair, 046
being reported (confirmation?) running as 3-car.
043 is de-icer.
ENGINEERING WORKS

On 21iii, works at Putney Bdge prevented a through
service of LT trains to Wdon. Buses linked the Put
-ney stns, and a 20-min. service was provided from
E.Putney's plat 2 to Wdon by 5671+5786 & 5799+5792.
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STATIONS, SIGNALLING & TRACK

Stations not yet sporting "Motorway" type nameboards : - With Southern Rly bullseye signs :
Ascot,Billinghurst,Bingham Rd,Bookham, Brading,
Clock Ho., Cooksbridge, Coombe Rd, Ele,&Castle,
Feltham,Herne Hill,Gravesend,Kew Gdns,Norbiton,,
Plumstead,Sandown,Shepperton,Southfields,Sydenhan.
With Southern Region totem sign : Abbey Wood,Adisham,Amberley, Appledore,Banstead,Beddington La.,
Bellingham, Beltring & Branbridges,Berwick,Bingham Rd, Bracknell,Bramley,Brentford Ctl,Brixton,
Carshalton,Carshalton Beeches,Caterham, Chelsfield,
Chertsey,Chestfield & Swalecliffe, Clapham,Clock
Ho.,Coombe Rd,Coulsdon N,Crowboro', Crowhurst,
Deptford,Eastbourne,E. Dulwich,E. Putney, Elmstead
Woods,Eltham Well Hall,Epsom Dns,Eridge,Ewell E,
Folkestone W,Ford,Hackbridge,Headcorn,Hurst Grn,
Ifield, Kenley,Kingston,Maidstone Barr. ,Marden,
Martin Mill,Morden S, Newhaven Tn,N.Camp, N.
Sheen, Petts Wood,Pluckley,Plumstead,Polegate,
Ports. and S'sea(LL),Putney,Queens Rd Battersea,
Ravensbourne,Rye,St HelierrSalisbury,Selling,
Sevenoaks,Shoreham(Kent) ,Shortlands,Smitham, S.
Merton,Stone Xing,Stoneleigh,Sundridge Pk,Sunnymeads,Sutton Cmn,Swale,Swanscombe,Tooting,Tunbridge Wells W. ,Uckfield,Waddon,Wandsworth Tn.,
Warnham, W. Sutton,.W. Wickham, Weymouth, Whitstable &
Tankerton,Windsor & Eton R'side, Woolwich D'yard,
Wraysbury.
Large Southern green enamel signs : Three
Oaks & Guestling, Folkestone Warren Staff Halt,
Wellworthy Ampress Wks Halt, Railway Staff Halt
(Wdon). Southern Rly concrete signs at Doleham
and Fawley (closed). Anerley had its bullseyes
replaced iv76, Ham St & Orlestone was renamed
Ham St 4i76 and had its bullseyes removed from
then; Grove Pk's went during ii76; and Fishersgate's immaculate set were removed in March,
Briefly . Barnes bridge reopened 15iii;
Surrey Canal Jn has nameboard, first on SE?; colour light sigs. at Salisbury Tunn Jn and on up
lines controlled by Northam Jn, Mt Pleasant and St
Denys sig boxes; 15mph restriction on up line w.
of
Andover
realignment
work
Worting
Jn —removed
new up following
Soton to up
fast c/over
wasat
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completed on 29ii & into use on 7iii...on 21iii the

complete

new

down c/over was laid end into use.

Burnett's La MoD siding, Eastleigh/Botley

abolished
on 5i;Fawkham Jn-Southfleet coal line closed 26i.
HEADCODES
Following extensive revisions to the freight codes,
the SEG headcode list will soon be re-published.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR26 p126 : Further example of "The Rail" at mile-post
1¾, Twickenham. LR29 p44 : 60001 has broken bolster

hanger; p46 : 3 trains have been berthed at Southwark
Pk depot again at least since 2iii; p48 : 10936 (4375)
noted in Clapham Jn yard with brakevans 6ii; p49 :
mis-labelling not now, especially with SR Haps — misidentification by works staff presumably; same page :
8 Pep workings Sats — ecs Wdon Pk-Wloo, then 5.00
W'loo-Shepperton, 5.58 return, 6.56 Hampton Ct, 7.43
return, 8.34 Shepp and 9.26 return and so on till
20.56 to Hampton Ct, 21.43 return, 22.34 Shepp.
& e.c.s. to Wdon Pk. Suns : ecs Wdon Pk-Wloo then
6.4 Shepp., 8.56 return, 9.56 Hampton Ct, 10.43 return and so on till 22,04 Shepp and ecs Wdon Pk. It
is thought the Peps have the left the SR now. True?
p52 : Add RMGT 2 Hap 6055-6173 (but see earlier note
this issue) and Bton 4Cep 7105-7112.
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